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CALLOUS
THUMB
e've featured Stephen Wade
several times in Banjo Newsletter, but this time it feels like a
bit of a culmination- of his work, although
with Stephen one must always add "so far."
We first interviewed Stephen in 1983, after
he had been performing "Banjo Dancing"
for several years. In 1989 Hub and Nancy
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Nitchie reviewed " On the Way Home," the
sequel to "Banjo Dancing " (we will post
that article online). I thought a passage
from the review worth excerpting here:

["On the Way Home"] is a happy blur of
Americana . It is a celebration of our music,
our humor, and some of the very wonderful and even terrible things of our past. It
is a vast collection of portraits and stories,
anecdotes and narratives, proverbs and letters, from second-string baseball to Gullah
dialect, from Dixieland musicians to stepdancers-Stephen weaves a whimsical
thread that connects writers such as Davy
Crockett and Mark Twain to Ambrose
Bierce and William Saroyan .. .
...We contend that [Stephen's] enthusiasm and love of the 5-string banjo and his
mastery of dramatic effects has placed that
instrument's tone and musical significance
into a proper perspective.
Hub and Nancy admired Stephen not
only because his stage shows were so enjoyable, but also because they were both
librarians, and appreciated how Stephen
transformed his research into a kind of
'living history' of American music. Hub
also admired Stephen for his wide ranging tastes, something Hub shared- both
deeply fascinated by all aspects of American folk music.
In this month's interview, on the 40th
anniversary of "Banjo Dancing ," Stephen
discusses his recent release "A Storyteller 's
Story: Sources of Banjo Dancing, " where
he explores the precedents that lit his way,
performing songs, tunes, and stories. The
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CD includes an 11 ,000 word illustrated
booklet that is key to fully appreciating
this project. The text is in two parts, an
essay and then song notes. The two parts
help define the two halves of the title-the
essay tells Stephen's own story, while the
song notes address the sources of "Banjo
Dancing. "
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Stephen Wade
Interview by Greg Cahill

met Stephen Wade in Chicago in the
1970s. I knew he had been a student
of banjo great Fleming Brown, who
gave lessons at the Old Town School of
Folk Music, and I was intrigued by Stephen's style of playing the old-time or
claw hammer style. One of the premier folk
clubs in the country at that time was the
Earl of Old Town , located in Chicago's hip
Old Town neighborhood. My band Special
Consensus played there occasionally and I
sometimes saw Stephen at the desk in the
back room of the club studying and writing
about traditional music and writing his own
music. I went to see him when his now-renowned "Banjo Dancing" show opened at
a theater in Chicago and I must say I have
been an ardent fan ever since and am proud
to call him my friend. He has an uncanny
knack to remember a seemingly infinite
amount of knowledge and countless facts
about traditional music history, songs and
tunes , players and writers and words to a
vast number of songs and stories. "Banjo
Dancing " was not only a masterpiece production of a one-person show, it was the
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beginning of a lineage of Stephen Wade
recordings that feature so many traditional
songs and tunes learned from traditional

artists (like Doc Hopkins, Fleming Brown
and Hobart Smith) and a book called "The
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Beautiful Music All Around Us: Field Recordings and the American Experience"
(Univ. of Ill. Press). I thoroughly enjoyed
talking with Stephen about his various
recordings and especially about his new
recording, "A Storyteller's Story: Sources
of Banjo Dancing" (Patuxent), recently
released in this the 40th anniversary year
of "Banjo Dancing." His story is fascinating, the recording features beautiful music
and the liner notes are a veritable history
lesson about traditional music in America.
Stephen Wade has spent his life merging scholarship and the creative arts, as
I describe in my preface to the interview
below. There is a nine-minute film by
Paul Wagner about "The Beautiful Music
All Around Us," which you can access on
banjonews.com. There is also an additional video where veteran music journalist
Dick Spottswood and Stephen discuss "A
Storyteller's Story."
Hub and Nancy Nitchie wrote a BNL
feature on Stephen in Sept. 1989 after seeing "On the Way Home," and we will have
that article online. -Greg Cahill
Greg Cahill for BNL: So, Stephen Wade,
we've been friends for a number of years.
And the accomplishments in the world of
music that you have made are almost to
the point of mind-boggling.
Stephen Wade: Thank you! My goodness ...
BNL: We want to talk about your new recording, "A Storyteller's Story." But first
I'd like to preface that, so that BNL readers will really know, or at least scratch
the surface of the depth of things you~ve
done, that have led up to your recent
recording. So, of course, your "Banjo
Dancing" production, which was absolutely brilliant; I saw it several times.
And it received rave reviews around the
world, really. But I just want to mention
some of your other projects, leading up
to this. And that includes, after "Banjo
Dancing," you performed "On the Way
Home," parts of which you gathered musically together in the album "Dancing
Home" (Flying Fish, 1990) which has
pieces that, to me, give us different takes
on songs that we also know in the world
of bluegrass. One that stands out is Old
Joe . But also Pig Ankle Rag. The bells
of the banjo ring as you play these tunes.
It's a wonderful recording.
I also want to mention that since you
were such great friends with Fleming
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Brown-who actually you introduced
me to in the 1970s-that you edited
Fleming Brown's recordings of Hobart
Smith. ["Hobart Smith, In Sacred Trust:
The 1963 Fleming Brown Tapes," Smithsonian Folkways, 2005]. There we hear
all sorts of music from what we would
call the traditional repertoire. And again,
it's mind-boggling, all the different takes
on different stories and songs.
"Dancing in the Parlor" (County
Records) as well as "A Treasury of Library of Congress Field Recordings"
(Rounder) followed "Dancing Home "
in 1997, while in 2012, you released
"Banjo Diary: Lessons from Tradition"
(Smithsonian Folkways) and that recording received a Grammy nomination.
That album came out at the same time
as your book, "The Beautiful Music All
Around Us: Field Recordings and the
American Experience." "Banjo Diary"
includes a lot of songs we also have in
the bluegrass repertoire. So you're incorporating all these different sounds
and versions of tunes; a total education
for anyone who loves traditional music,
old-timey or bluegrass, or stories. And
finally I'll mention "Across the Amerikee: Showpieces from Coal Camp to
Cattle Trail" [Smithsonian Folkways,
2017] with, again, tunes like Swing and
Turn, Jubilee, which is very reminiscent
of the bluegrass song Sail Away Ladies. And Diamond Joe , which became
a huge signature song for Joe Val, the
mandolin player from Massachusetts .
There you're also playing and dancing
to a piece you've titled Tom Paley's John
Henry as well as during a modal rendition of Shortnin' Bread. So, many of the
songs from the bluegrass repertoire show
up on that album. Early in 2018 we received that whole body of old-time tunes
you play on "Americana Concert: Alan
Jabbour and Stephen Wade at the Library of Congress" (Patuxent).
And then there's your new recording,
which incorporates so many aspects of
the traditional sound. For now I just want
to mention one thing from your liner
notes, where Benjamin Botkin describes
folklore as "not something far away and
long ago, but real and living among us."
And to me, you are one of those people
that makes it real and live among us. Because it is so amazing, your knowledge
and presentation of the music. Thank you
for that!

SW: Oh, thank you, Greg
BNL: I remember that we used to play at
the Earl of Old Town in Chicago, and
you used to be in the back room there,
either practicing or otherwise reading or
studying. It's been a lifelong journey for
you. And we are the ones who benefit. So
this is all a good preface to your latest,
"A Storyteller's Story," which is exactly
what your new recording is. Can you talk
about how you put that together? And
with all those fabulous players.
SW: It's called "A Storyteller's Story:
Sources of Banjo Dancing," and what
occasioned the album is the 40th anniversary of "Banjo Dancing," which
launched in May 1979. The title comes
from writer Sherwood Anderson, and his
memoir of the same name. I thought his
words made sense for the idea behind
this album.
BNL: It made perfect sense, and I have to
say, the album's liner notes alone are a
history lesson for, once again, anyone interested in traditional music . And it's not
just the playing on the album-the writers you mention, from H. L. Mencken to
Mark Twain, to Carl Sandburg and on
and on. It's a history lesson.
SW: Thanks. The booklet runs eleven
thousand words, an essay followed by
the track notes. It's a personal story, but I
tried to get beyond autobiography to find
a larger story about a set of circumstances long astir in Chicago and well before
"Banjo Dancing" ever began. Those
currents run nationally too. So the writing here follows four tributaries: literature, theater, oratory, and music. Those
four elements just continually coalesce
and interact. That's how I organized it,
at least.
BNL: The way you tied things together for
the Chicago folks ... Hull House theater
along with Bughouse Square [an open-air
speakers' forum], and then the radio personalities, like Ray Nordstrand and Studs
Terkel. And the music, like that of Muddy Waters, who was a blues man, some
of his stories and songs in turn relate to
a Kentucky-bred emigre to the city like
Doc Hopkins. The way you made those
connections was beautiful. And also you
included different textures in some of the
songs, so it might be you with a banjo
and guitar, but also at times a bass, along
with piano, fiddle, washboard, and jug.
SW: Well, each song bears different associations, or histories, or contexts, and
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Brown, and she said , "Yes, he's teaching
those dictated in my mind how to orcheshere tomorrow night." And then for some
trate-what instruments might best fit
reason I asked , "How many banjos does
those pieces. And there were others that
he have?" She said "Fifteen." So I said,
were just solos. I'm very interested in
"Well , sign me up." I figured if he had
finger-picking , as you know. And some
fifteen banjos, he had to be pretty serious
things can stand alone in a three-finger
about it.
style, while others might benefit with adBNL: Good story!
ditional instruments framing them .
BNL: And you' re a mighty fine finger- SW: And he was . I had already been playing banjo in the Boston area. I'd taken
picking guitar player, as well as on banjo .
some lessons from Joe Val 's banjo player,
SW: You know, I started on guitar. My
Dan Marcus . Did you ever meet him?
teacher was Jim Schwall of the SiegeiSchwall Blues Band. When I took lessons BNL: Sure, boy. A name from the past
for me. I know I ran into him, way back
from Jim, in 1964, Jim and Corky were
when Joe was still playing.
still several years away from recording.
They were just finishing at Roosevelt SW: He sometimes played bass for Don
Stover along with picking the banjo for
University, and their new band had begun
Joe Val. I liked the way he played a whole
opening for traditional players like Mudlot. Dan is still around and playing too.
dy Waters and Howling Wolf. I would
go and see them. Sometimes they'd have BNL: And that might explain how you can
seamlessly integrate some three-finger
matinees , and with the door swung open ,
things in the midst of a claw hammer perI'd watch from the sidewalk because I
formance
. That makes a lot of sense then.
couldn't go in ; these being taverns and
my being too young to legally enter. But SW: Well, for a solo banjo player, which
was what was going on in "Banjo Dancthat's how I got to meet some of those
ing," and its sequel, "On the Way Home,"
great blues players who had migrated to
I just needed to find as much variety as I
Chicago from Mississippi, Arkansas, and
could with my right hand, let alone introTennessee. You know this yourself, Greg ,
duce different sounds available through
from having grown up in Chicago-that
tunings. These mixed techniques helped
music really exerted a presence much like
within the musicalized stories. While the
bluegrass here in Washington, D.C . where
audience might not readily differentiate
I live. In Chicago, urban blues flourished
between one style to another, they cerwith vehemence and variety.
tainly would absorb the different textures
BNL: We were really fortunate to have
and accompaniments, and judge accordsome of the real masters-of several
ingly.
styles of music, actually. I used to go see
Siegei-Schwall , they used to play every BNL: And this new recording is almost another show in and of itself, just with all
Tuesday.
the references and the material you've
SW: At the Quiet Knight.
selected. So maybe we should talk about
BNL: Right. And then as you say, I also
some of these songs-of which there are
couldn 't get into the clubs, but sometimes
twenty, and which give a pretty complete
they'd have the band right by the window,
of yo'ur message here.
overview
and I'd just stand out there all night! And
Let me first add , though: after you inI even got to know some of the doormen,
troduced me to Fleming Brown, I realstanding there listening to Muddy.
ized that there is a whole parallel world,
Now, Fleming Brown . He had such an
with Hobart Smith and all the people you
influence on you.
mention in the liner notes . Because not
SW: He surely did. My contact with
that long ago, as recently as the 1970s,
Fleming stemmed from seeing his name
people would consider the old-time and
cited in Pete Seeger's banjo manual. At
the bluegrass world as totally distinct
the beginning of the book it says, "speworlds. But as you discuss where many
cial acknowledgement and thanks go to
Fleming Brown , artist and banjo picker
of these songs come from , and the people
of Chicago." And I thought, who's that?
who wrote and played them , we realize
I'd grown up around the Lincoln Park
that they weren't parallel worlds, but
neighborhood, and on a hunch , went over
Aowed back and forth. And that's what I
to the Old Town School of Folk Music ,
loved about Fleming, he was very openlong established there. I asked the person
minded and welcoming to people who
behind the desk if she knew of a Fleming
played the different styles .
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SW: Well , for all his commitment to oldtime music he stayed open to other forms .
He loved country music and he loved
bluegrass. Let alone blues (and he had
some jazz, too, in his tape collection) .
Whatever the source, he gravitated to
music that possessed an edginess, a rasping texture. He once described this element as an "earth quality," an artful rawness that just drew him in, whatever the
genre.
BNL: And I mention him here because your
first piece, Banjo Serenade, is interesting
in that light. That piece you perform there
you originally wrote for a public television documentary you scripted and narrated called "Catching the Music."
SW: Yes, Banjo Serenade served both in
that program and here as an ode to the
banjo, a spoken word piece expressing
appreciation for the instrument, with
some descriptors and color. Its musical accompaniment, the Serenade in the
title , comes from Hobart Smith's mother, Louvenia. According to Hobart, she
played the banjo, and among her pieces,
she knew one she called the Chatham
Hill Serenade, a beginner 's exercise
prominent from the mid-19th century
on. I thought that number, which Hobart
demonstrated for Fleming, might fit with
those words . So that's what's happening
here-new words spliced to an old tune .
BNL: Well it sure worked well. It's a wonderful opening. And then Market Square,
which again you got from Fleming, right?
SW: Yes. He did it as an a capella song,
and for the longest time I did it that way
too. But not long ago I had an experience
that led me to set it on a fretless banjo ,
one crafted in the same North Carolina
mountain community where Fleming 's
source had lived.
I play it here on the last banjo that instrument maker Clifford Glenn ever
made. What happened was that in 2015,
I phoned him just to check in-we'd
been in occasional contact since the mid
1970s-but by then Clifford had become
too ill to converse. He could no longer
speak, and I spent that call with his wife ,
Maybelle. I learned that she was part of
the same family as the performer Fleming heard back in 1962, a singer and banjo player born in the 1880s. So that's how
this interpretation came together. These
families, this community from which
they hailed, and this local banjo design
all coalesced.
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BNL: Well, that's what is so great about
this recording , is that this is just one of
many stories behind each song. You
could write a book about each song!
SW: Well, that's how folksong seems to
work, its creative products continually
remade and renewed . In Market Square,
so many versions of this song have surfaced , making mine just one more within
it. These songs, as Ruth Crawford Singer
once explained, form common possessions , which receive individual contributions; what the different singers and
players bring to them.
BNL: And then we get to Another Man
Done Gone, which is a pretty haunting
song that you got from Vera Hall?
SW: Yes, I took her unaccompanied
melody and then added guitar to it. The
song 's wider renown begins with Big Joe
Williams 's 1935 recording. That's what
Muddy Waters sang , as have so have
many others influenced by Big Joe's
hit. Vera's rendition, however, doesn't
resemble his . I write about this song in
"The Beautiful Music All Around Us ."
She learned it from her husband who had
recently been imprisoned. Unlike the romantic plea that Baby, Please Don't Go
expresses, Another Man Done Gone resounds like a civil rights anthem. Vera
Hall was principally a religious singer,
centered on spirituals and gospels. She
gives this piece that kind of plaintive,
majestic power.
BNL: It was very powerful, that's for sure!
And then you follow with Peachbottom
Creek leading into John Henry. This
John Henry is very similar to the version we learned from Earl Scruggs. And
Peachbottom comes from Wade Ward?
SW: Yes, when I went to visit Wade
Ward's family to learn more about him ,
his granddaughter took me out to Peachbottom Creek, which runs next to his former home. I always had this image, from
hearing his recording that it must have
been some mighty tributary. In truth, you
could cross it in a single step, just a quiet
stream flowing by hi s door.
Musically I thought that maybe a way
to handle the tune instead of frailing it,
which he had already done so beautifully,
would be to fingerpick it, hopefully casting it in a new light. Its propulsive qualities seemed to form a good pairing with
how Snuffy Jenkins and Earl Scruggs
handled John Henry, also set in D tuning.
Then I added the bottleneck.
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BNL: I was going to mention that, the
roots of some of the old blues players,
and using that in that song was very effective.
SW; Oh, thanks. Gus Cannon sometimes
used a bottleneck with banjo, as did
Dock Walsh . So this technique crossed
race. Beyond that, we all know guitar
versions of John Henry that include bottleneck. Back when I did "Banjo Dancing" I performed a tall tale that I set to
banjo where I used a bottleneck to connote a fast-moving train . So revisiting
those parts here just made sense on various levels.
BNL: I don 't know anyone else that does
that, plays banjo with a bottleneck, these
days. But it really sounds great!
SW: Again , thank you!
BNL: And then The Far-Famed Fairy
Tale of Fenella. My goodness! Moving at
warp speed, you'd have to memorize it ...
SW: I did . It just popped out during one of
the recording sessions . One take , voice
and banjo. No fixes , edits , or overdubs .
BNL: Unbelievable! And you didn't stumble at all! And I wonder how many words
are in that. And you said it was based on
Beauty and the Beast.
SW: That's right. It's an alliterative telling of that story. In spring 1978, while
touring in England, I played one night in
Nottingham at a folk club that met at a local pub. The couple who hosted the performance and who lodged me that night
owned a little antique store on the first
floor of their house . After the show I was
wide awake , and they said that they were
going to go to bed, but also that I was
welcome to look around the shop. In the
course of rummaging around I noticed
a brittle old book lying there, and happened to open it to that page. Everything
written there started with the same letter! And then, looking closer, I realized
what lay behind that typography. I copied
it out that night and the next day started
memorizing it at another pub, one called
Trip to Jerusalem. Reportedly, Richard
the Lionheart dined at this centuries-old
spot before going off on a crusade. To
begin learning Fenella there, which itself
seemed so ancient, just felt so resonant
in that setting . I later found American
versions of same piece , published even
earlier than this imprint from England.
The illustration accompanying the album
notes in "A Storyteller's Story" comes
from a 19th century American edition.

BNL: It looks very English.
SW: It surely does, but an American artist
did that drawing of the purported author
falling out of his garret having just completely vanquished himself of the letter
"F." Finis!
BNL: On the next track, Station Will Be
Changed After a While, it was such a
great idea to add the piano behind the
banjo , because it does sounds like a spiritual you might hear in church .
SW: That's how it struck me too. I didn't
know until after I recorded this piece that
there actually was a recorded precedent
in Black vernacular music with a piano
accordion backing the song. But with
or without that antecedent to lean on ,
its structure did seem to admit a piano.
When I was working on my book I attended a number of services where this
kind of song got played with similar keyboard accompaniment. I'm so glad you
thought the two instruments went together well here .
BNL: Yeah, we' ve done concerts in some
of the African American churches with
some of the great singers, and the piano
is always a staple.
SW: I first heard Station Will Be Changed
After a While from an Uncle Dave Macon recording. Actually, on "Across the
Amerikee " I did an instrumental there I
called Uncle Dave's Fandango derived
from this record. He had played the
Spanish Fandango to preface his recording of Station . On the record, however,
he never identifies it, he just does it as a
prelude, then he gives a spoken introduction to Station, and then he performs the
song . Together those parts filled out the
time available for the side, while Uncle
Dave provided a sweeping entertainment
of tune, recitation, and song.
BNL: Next you do Leather Britches,
fiddled by Tom Paley and with you on
banjo. How great is that, that you got to
play with Tom! I had a chuckle reading
the notes , where you quoted Fleming
Brown saying Tom was his favorite Yankee banjoist.
SW: Well, Fleming loved Southern players as he did Southern music . Though
he grew up in Chicago, he was born in
Marshall, Missouri, and was related to
William Quantrill, the Confederate raider. That lineage aside , and recalling that
Fleming died in December 1984, a year
after his passing I flew to England and
studied with Tom whom Fleming had so
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admired. It seemed a way to commemorate him on the first anniversary of his
death . I recorded 155 pieces (counting
repeated titles) with Tom. I had already
known him, but studying with him there
certainly deepened our friendship, let
alone how much I benefitted from his
artistry. Such a marvelous player.
So, years later, Tom was touring in the
U.S., and at one point he stayed with us.
Tom had never visited Joe Bussard up in
Frederick, Maryland. Joe is an extraordinary personality let alone leading record
collector. I knew Tom would Jove going
over there. Likewise, Joe was a longtime fan of Tom's. At Joe's request we
brought along a banjo, fiddle, and guitar,
in case we might play for him, as well
as listen to his records. Joe pulled out a
single microphone , placed it on a stand,
and launched that session. One by-product was this Leather Britches .
BNL: And there are also those 155 tracks
you recorded?
SW: Yes , all those are safely preserved.
Tom was an amazing player and a wonderful person, filled with a great sense of
humor coupled with precision musicianship and tuneful singing . Recently his
son, Ben, who lives in England, came to
the United States to play. Ben's a truly
wonderful fiddler and an enormously
kind individual. The last words Tom ever
said to me centered on the joy he found
in playing music with Ben.
BNL: Well it's just great. So then , Rail-

road Blues. You got that from Sam McGee . And you arranged that perfectly,
with guitar, washboard, and jug.lt really
made it a jug band song .
SW: Well, I knew I wasn ' t going to match
Sam McGee's version . That already existed and was perfect. So I thought maybe another way to look at it might be to
cast within it a jug band setting. The song
seemed to allow for that framing.
BNL: It was great. And again, a different
texture. That's the beauty of this recording. Next, Rhode Island Reel. I've never
heard that before.
SW: That 's a new tune , although it's more
than 40 years old now. Patrick Sky wrote
it. I first heard it shortly after it came out,
on an LP he made in 1975. I thought it
so appealing . He frailed it on the banjo ,
but I thought now another way to handle
it might be to pick it. Either way, I love
its kick.
Earlier this year I talked with Patrick.
He comes from north Georgia, and had
family members who played old-time
string band music, including five-string
banjo. But his favorite always remained
Uncle Dave Macon . The way Patrick
does this tune offers a rhythmic appeal akin to what Macon brought to his
frailing numbers. When Patrick made
his record , he matched the Rhode Island
Reel with another tune that he composed
called the Perryville Reel . It's a great
pairing. They go together so well , but
you can 't actually play them together un-
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interruptedly, because they require different tunings and capo positions. On the
record he spliced them together to form a
whole.
BNL: That's fascinating. East Virginia appears next in your sequence. I've heard
and played that song for years. But I did
not realize that Walter Williams brought
that song along.
SW: There certainly were more prominent recorded versions of that song that
emerged in the 1920s and beyond. Walter
Williams was Bill Stepp's banjo player.
Stepp was the fiddler now famous for
his remarkable version of Bonaparte 's
Retreat, later adapted by Aaron Copland.
Over a period of two days in fall 193 7
when Bill Stepp recorded for the Library
of Congress, he performed several duets
with Walter Williams. Williams made a
couple of solos too, with this song being
one of them . He was an extraordinary
player, so intense, as if the banjo were attached to him. So I thought, well , I'll try
to follow that example he set.
BNL: Well, it's a great and haunting version. I never made that connection to
Williams. And I don't know if you know,
but there was a great band in Chicago
called The Walter Williams Band. I guess
you might call it country rock. But the
band was intense as well. And they were
here for many years, and every couple
of years they would pop up and have a
reunion.
SW: Is that right? They're not the same
person as this musician from Magoffin County, Kentucky.
BNL: No, of course not. But at least
one of those guys in the band was
from Kentucky, living in Chicago.
SW: That's so interesting. That
hard-as-nails East Kentucky sound
really does extend from mountain
blues to jukebox honky tonk to the
preacher's pulpit. Walter Williams
brought such intensity to his performances. Such boldness and skill.
BNL: And the next is your Hot T
bart Smith cut. That was just great.
Hearing his words, and then Cumberland Gap.
SW: Okay, so at one point during
\T
the October 1963 sessions when Hobart stayed with Fleming, Fleming
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As played by Stephen Wade. From
Fleming Brown. Tab by Tyler Wilson. Audio online
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said, "let's just set down the banjo and
talk about the music." That's when then
this impassioned statement arose that
I more or less repeat on the recording.
Hobart recalled how music registered on
him, he said, moving up and down like
a thermometer; then, how a tune would
come into his mind while he worked
outdoors. He would whistle it until his
mouth got so sore, but would keep it going , whistling all the way home into the
hollow. Sometimes he forgot where he
had left his banjo, but it would echo from
his whistling and he ' d locate it. Then he
would find the tune on the strings , never
stopping. "Because I loved it. I loved it,
and I just went for it." He spoke for so
many in saying that.
BNL: I guess that's what I was getting
at. The passion for the music, that's the
word . Where it all connects with us. That
gut level thing. Especially when you pick
up the banjo. That sure came across with
your piece on Hobart.
SW: Well, thank you. That Cumberland
Gap also comes from those sessions. The
only time Hobart ever recorded it was for
Aeming. Here it just fit to put those inimitable words and music together, however best I could represent them .
BNL: And then there's the interview with
Doc Hopkins and you for the Voice of
America. And what a voice he had.
SW: I loved him so much. For me, he
was both a grandfather and a musical
partner. But he reaches much further
than that. Doc taught Fleming how to
play. Here's what happened: Pete Seeger
came to Chicago in 1948 , campaigning
for Henry Wallace in his presidential bid
for the Progressive Party. Fleming asked
him if he knew someone nearby who
could teach him to play the banjo. Fleming had, by then purchased a banjo at a
pawnshop, after hearing Hobart Smith
play on a recording. Hobart's high velocity performance of Poor Ellen Smith
behind his sister, singer Texas Gladden,
had inspired Fleming to acquire a banjo.
So Pete Seeger suggested he contact
Doc Hopkins at the WLS National Barn
Dance. Fleming called Doc, and Doc
said, "Well, I can't teach you, but I can
show you . Come around five." And
Fleming said , "Make it 5:30. I get off
work at five." And Doc said , "No, no.
Five in the morning, that's when I do my
wake-up show."
BNL: Really!
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SW: So Fleming would come by three
times a week to the Eighth Street Theater where Doc broadcast. They would
have coffee and rolls, while Doc showed
him how to play the banjo. Fleming, a
commercial artist by profession, thanked
Pete for suggesting Doc Hopkins to him
by providing those drawings that Pete acknowledged in the book. Then, years later, Hobart Smith , Aeming's first inspiration, made the largest set of recordings in
his life for Fleming . And along the way I
became Aeming's student, first learning
of him because he helped illustrate Pete
Seeger's manual, and not long after that,
I began working as Doc's accompanist to
the end of his life. It somehow fits that
the last time the three of us ever got together, Fleming said, "We are a family. A
family is not necessarily just blood."
BNL: And for those who aren't perhaps
as familiar with these folks, the playing of Hobart Smith and Doc Hopkins
and Fleming Brown, it's just so smooth
and perfect and rhythmic. And driving.
I think people might not realize how
great they all were. They helped create
that style of playing, really. And I think
you capture that, with your playing. It's a
beautiful thing. They were true masters.
SW: They were indeed. You know one way
that they measured popularity back then
on the radio was by the amount of mail
a performer received. Doc received, as I
recall at one point in his career, 100,000
letters a month. The WLS National Barn
Dance was a huge program that preceded
the Grand Ole Opry. It had enormous
reach across the Midwest for so many
who enjoyed Doc's singing .
Doc played in various styles; he both
finger picked and frailed . And his teacher
was someone we all know too: Blind
Dick Burnett. When Doc was a boy he
used to follow Dick Burnett whenever he
came into town for county fairs and on
court days. Burnett, as you know, is the
source of Man of Constant Sorrow.
BNL: Oh, right.
SW: Dick Burnett never recorded it, but he
sold the song at his performances, typeset in a little soft covered, shop-printed
booklet. Emory Arthur, a fellow Kentucky musician, acquired it from him,
perhaps via one of these songbooks, and
made the initial recording. Then the Stanley Brothers drew it from that source. So
just as Doc learned from Dick, and others learned songs like Man of Constant

Sorrow, these contacts spin off into great
webs of influence.
BNL: Then we move to Snow Camp. I had
no idea that Tony Ellis wrote that tune.
SW: Oh yes! Tony and I worked together
for twenty years. When we first met in
1983 he was playing back-up banjo for
an Ohio fiddler named Lonnie Seymour.
With Lonnie, Tony employed the threefinger back-up style that Earl used with
Paul Warren on their duets. I've always
loved that approach. In that pairing it's
not melody, it's not harmony, it's a rhythmic accompaniment. I just love that intricacy and drive .
So that same night, Tony and I sat off
in a comer during a party at the National
Folk Festival held that year at Cuyahoga
National Recreation Area. Tony retuned
his banjo to double-C, and played me
Tommy Jarrell's Sally Ann, using a
Scruggs-style right hand. I went out of
my mind! I marveled how perfectly those
two currents meshed. Driving back the
next night to Washington, I kept everyone awake, making them crazy I'm sure,
trying to play that piece.
Tony had liked my capo, so I sent him
one. Then he invited me to come visit him.
By then he had written a tune about the
festival, which took place at Peninsula,
Ohio, and he called it Peninsula. I think
by then, too, he had nearly completed his
first great banjo waltz , Father 's Pride,
that commemorates his son. Right then I
simply determined, "We ought to make a
record." At that time I was still working
towards finishing Aeming Brown's final
album. Meanwhile, I played for Fleming
some tapes of Tony and me in our fiddle
and banjo duets. Fleming really liked
what we did and gave his blessing , and
likewise, Tony equally enjoyed Fleming's music . By then Fleming's illness
had begun to terribly take hold of him.
So with Fleming shrinking away in those
months, I found some sense of new life
with Tony. We enjoyed a wonderful collaborative closeness. I would encourage
Tony to write tunes, apart from his own
brimming productivity.
Sometimes, too, I'd just play for him .
One time I showed him Last Chance in
an F tuning that Hobart Smith employed .
To that he responded with a tune of his
own . That's how Snow Camp originated.
BNL: That's interesting. That's great. And
then [on the new album] we come to Old
Paint where you add pump organ and
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bass to your banjo and vocals. Again, another texture.
SW: Thank you . I've recorded with reed organs for a number of
years. Chaplains used to bring these portable models onto the battlefield for services , or else you could hear them on sidewalks with
the Salvation Army. I first used the pump organ with Tony Ellis ,
actually, on his first record . I thought that would work with his
music , tonally framing some of his tunes. Previously, I had heard
this kind of organ played with an old-timey band, Reaves White
County Ramblers , from the Ozarks.
Many times, too, in rural north Georgia, while visiting old-time
musicians, I noticed an organ or piano in their front rooms . Obviously you couldn't carry them to recording sessions, but clearly
they figured in music making at home . A number of times too, I
played with pianist Jewel Haynes who had years earlier played
with Uncle Dave Macon. Even in my own family my grandmother
played a pump organ. So this sound just stays with me. For many
years, too , I was fortunate to play with Mike Craver, the former
Red Clay Rambler, and we worked up a number of banjo and
pump organ duets.
BNL: And we've heard Goodbye, Old Paint presented, but this
My adding the banjo to its flow just seemed to reinforce the
gives it a whole other take.
narrator's message.
SW: I imagine that even if Old Paint hasn't been recorded this way BNL: It was, to me, powerful. And every song on this recording
before, it's likely to have been played in this combination back in
is an experience in and of itself. And in this case you really
cattle drive days.
make this song your own. Next, you have the cut, Up Jumped
BNL: Next, How Ruby Played. That's a fascinating story about the
the Devil, which you fingerpick. As you said, tunes like this
Russian pianist Anton Rubinstein . And how that song came about,
reflected a newer music, which you play here in a style reministo be a showpiece. And there, sort of an historical texture added.
cent of the three-finger picking of Snuffy Jenkins.
SW: Ruby first took hold in the latter part of the 19th century. An- SW: Right, Snuffy recorded this tune in 1940. Years later I met
ton Rubinstein was an enormously popular Russian pianist who
him and got to play with his musical partner, Pappy Sherrill,
toured the United States in 1872-73 . He attracted a lot of attention
who was just the most joyful fiddler. I first learned the tune
at that time, reflected in part by this comic response written by
from Fleming and he frailed it. So I thought now, what if I did
Virginia humorist George W. Bagby. The piece made the rounds
this piece more like Snuffy, but as a freestanding solo, voicing
via newspapers, anthologies, and elocution books. Not long ago I
it all the way up the neck . And then come back down. So that's
read how, shortly after Rubinstein's death, the author Willa Cather
what's going on here.
wrote (I'm paraphrasing here) : "Please, let us not hear How Ruby BNL: It was great. And then you have Tales and Yarns, there's
Played any more! Let him rest in peace." She'd had it with that
the storyteller part of you with the music.
number, by then , a platform speaker's tour de force.
SW: Its background is this: For some time, before this material
One of the things I address in the album notes is a largely fortransferred to the Library of Congress's manuscript division,
gotten, formalized spoken word tradition that included music. I
the Archive of Folk Culture bore administrative responsibility
was fascinated to learn about this phenomenon. My own contact
for an enormous body of written folklore created by the Fedwith spoken word set to banjo or guitar accompaniment comes
eral Writers' Project. When I started going to the Archive in the
from grassroots pieces like Bukka White's Special Streamline. I
mid-1970s, they gave me liberty to forage around in those pajust loved his blending of speech and music. When we were kids
pers. That experience lies behind this piece with its short tales,
we watched Muddy Waters do Hootchie-Cootchie Man, which
sayings, and jokes . At one point I put them and others I'd prized
unspools like a chant. Or when Bo Diddley sings Who Do You
onto separate index cards , and they filled up an entire floor of
Love . Spoken word traditions inhabit that song. We also find talka large room .
ing banjo songs like The Death of James A. Garfield that Bascom BNL: Yeah , I can picture that.
Lunsford recorded. I remember how it took up two whole sides of SW: Someone wise pointed out that I really shouldn't do two
a single 78. Doc Hopkins, too, had learned his Trouble at the Coal
hours of folk-inspired one-liners. I wasn't Henny Youngman,
Creek Mines from Dick Burnett who blended sung verses with the
and that idea wasn 't going to turn out well.
spoken word, along with sound effects that include drumming on BNL: But you were good! I enjoyed that! And then you go to
the banjo head to suggest parade formations and making bugle
play Wolves Howling with our buddy Tom Mindte.
calls with harmonics.
SW: You know, banjo and mandolin haven't much been recordHow Ruby Played brings together high brow with low brow culed as a duet. Back in 1990 I did it on my "Dancing Home"
ture, and in its day was performed as a dramatic monologue in esrecord when Sam Morgan and I played Shooting Creek. I alsentially genteel settings. It centers on a character, who, at first reways thought the two instruments formed a sweet pairing . Tom
luctantly attends a classical concert, and then becomes entranced
Mindte is a wonderful musician, and here he made up all those
by it. He moves from 'I don't care' to 'I really do care,' translating
graceful transitional voicings, and I thought, oh, that's a keeper!
this classical music experience into the idiom of a frontier saloon.

continued on page 31
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Publications: Dick Weissman has published "A New History of American and
Canadian Folk Music," where he examines the history of folk and how it evolved
from an agrarian style into something more
urbanized, and where he thinks the music
might be going. Not a banjocentric book
exactly, but the banjo is of course woven

Eric Weissberg and Renaud Martin

Renaud Martin
1962-2019
e are sorry to report that BNL
contributor Renaud Martin
passed away this past July, in
Kiel, Germany. Renaud began playing
banjo when he was a teenager, and eventually became friends with other French
bluegrass players, like Jean-Marie Redon ,
Philippe Bourgeois and Marcel Dadi. He
traveled to the U.S. , where he met Bill
Keith, Eric Weissberg and Doc Watson. He
then became a busker in Europe, and eventually (when he wasn't at home teaching
and playing in several groups) he traveled
and performed all over the world, even the
south Pacific, Greenland , Mongolia and
more. As his wife Marga put it, "Bluegrass
led him everywhere." After his first surgery, Renaud wrote down these numbers
concerning his many trips: 1 ,831 ,208 km.
in trains; 354,060 km. in planes; 135,827
km. in busses; 34,795 km. hitchhiking;
4,719 km . on ships; 1,510 km . on mopeds,
banjo on his back. There are several videos
online of Martin's playing.
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BNL: You guys are totally locked in, and
it sounded like a little orchestra with
banjo and mandolin. And then we get to
Ray Nordstrand's introduction for you at
Orchestra Hall. That just brought back a
lot of memories. It was great that you in-
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eluded that.
SW: Well, Ray thought of "Banjo Dancing." Ray was the president of WFMT
radio where S.tuds Terkel worked, and
where he served as a host of the Midnight
Special, the long-running folk music and
comedy radio show which, by the way,
Fleming Brown named . Fleming and
Mike Nichols co-hosted its initial broadcasts back in 1953.
Anyway, in 1975 , Ray first suggested
what, four years later, became "Banjo
Dancing. " And so in his introduction he
very modestly tells how the show began,
beginning with the idea that I should work
in a theater instead of a nightclub, making a stage piece from the spoken word
pieces I did. We both thought that this
other setting might better suit the physical
movement I gravitated towards as well as
the acting these stories required. He told
me to come back when I thought I had
gathered enough pieces. Well, in 1978 , I
felt I'd accumulated enough material to
comprise a show, and by then, had received some positive reviews in the New
York Times, Variety, and Melody Maker,
enough to show a prospective producer
faced with an unknown performer. Ray
said I should try the Body Politic as they
were pretty adventurous.
They were the first off-Loop theater in
Chicago, launched by Paul Sills, who had
earlier led Second City, the famed improvisational comedy troupe. In fact, in
1975 , it was during a benefit held at Second City where Ray was the emcee and
I played- it was actually that night that
he thought of "Banjo Dancing." So these
paths keep entwining. Skipping ahead to
1978, the Body Politic said yes, I could
play for four weekends there at the end
of their next season . That's when "Banjo
Dancing " launched, its first preview and
press night occurring on May 15, 1979.
At that point I became the luckiest kid
in America. Who could have predicted
that the National Drama Critics Convention was going to meet in Chicago that
summer? That's how the Time magazine
review occurred, followed by the invitation to the White House .
BNL: Jimmy Carter, right?
SW: Yes. What happened , as I understand
it, was that Rosalynn Carter read the review in Time. Then she sent three staffers
to Chicago to check if it were true. I remember, too, when you, Greg, saw me at
that same theater right around that time .
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We talked, and you gave me my first subscription to Banjo Newsletter! Yes , you
did.
BNL: And of course I told everyone about
you over at Banjo Newsletter, and I saw
"Banjo Dancing" several times . That
brings us full circle to your last piece on
this recording, Chicago . All those historical references to Chicago, and I still
remember, like you, at the Museum of
Science and Industry, the only coal mine
where you go up to go down.
SW: Yes!
BNL: [sings] "Hudson 3-2700."
SW: I wrote that piece in 1987 for that Old
Town School of Folk Music benefit held
at Orchestra Hall. I had never performed
it before. When the audience sang along
to that carpet cleaning commercial that
we had heard all our lives, that instant
remains still my single favorite moment
on a stage: a community's experience
merged with a wonderfully everyday
jingle.
BNL: Again, I can't speak highly enough
about the recording, and the notes and
history. It really brings so many worlds
together. It's a real education. Everybody
should have this recording. Just to learn
more about our traditional form of American music. You're the Alan Lomax of the
banjo. So thank you for doing this! It's a
huge undertaking.
SW: Well, thank you, Greg. I'm so glad we
had this conversation.
A subscriber informed us that all
the tabs from Volume XXXIII (Nov.
2005 through October 2006) never
made it into the BNL cumulative
Tab Index (whoops!). They have now
been re-inserted into the Tab Index.

For the entire list of omitted tabs, go
to banjonews.com

